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2017 DTU Jobs Fair Attracts Ninety-Two Corporations 

 

On June 3rd, DTU continued to collaborate with the Nguoi Lao Dong newspaper to hold the 11th Jobs 

Fair. There were 99 corporations with 3,100 job vacancies for DTU students and students from other 

universities and colleges in Danang.   

  

   

Dr. Nguyen Huu Phu speaks at the 2017 Jobs Fair 

  

The recruitment rate for careers at the Fair showed the actual demands of jobs in society. Economics 

accounted for 25.9%. Hospitality and Tourism and Foreign Languages made up 20.6%. The Health 

Science took 2.3% and the others 24.8%. Students could apply for many job positions at the booths of 

businesses, such as for Hospitality Manager, Tourist guide, Tour Consultant, Tourism Business Staff, 

Electrical and Telecommunication Engineer, Mechanics Engineer, Automation Engineer, Staff at banks, 

Environmental Staff, Marketing staff and Design staff,  by submitting dossiers and participating in job 

interviews. 
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 A lot of students apply for jobs at the Fair  

  

At the 2017 DTU Jobs Fair, many corporations such as Sheraton Danang Resort, The Nam Hai Resort, 

Almanity Hoi An Resort, Bana Hills, Enclave Company, Axon Active Vietnam, Nam A Bank and Truong 

Hai Auto received the dossiers from applicants and interviewed those whose dossiers met their 

requirements immediately at the booths.   

 

Many activities at the Fair, such as the job orientation program “Job Development Opportunities at Hoa 

Sen Holdings”, the contest  “DTU Conquering the Race” and the start-up sharing program  “The road of 

becoming Employers from Employees”, which were held to share the recruitment information, the 

experience of applying for a job and starting-up a business and other useful information on internships 

and scholarships, attracted a lot of students.  

 

Dr. Nguyen Huu Phu, the DTU Vice Provost, said: “With the slogan of “All for  training quality and jobs 

for students”, DTU has been doing its best to create the best environment for studying and researching 

and to  give students job opportunities for the past 22 years. By annually organizing Jobs Fairs, DTU not 

only helps businesses with opportunities to popularize their brand names and to connect them, but it also 

gives students opportunities to express themselves with recruiters and find  jobs in many fields. The 

success of the Fair is a foundation for DTU to improve its syllabuses to meet the actual requirements of 

jobs to supply  highly-qualified employees to  corporations and tighten the relationships between DTU 

and businesses in training soft skills and finding internships for students.” 

 

At the 2017 DTU Jobs Fair, companies received 2.257 dossiers totally, 1,925 of which were from DTU 

students’. Hopefully, the DTU Jobs Fair  will continue to be annually held to connect students with 

businesses and give students opportunities to find jobs suitable to their interests and capabilities. 
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